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1.  BioEdge: Hey, buddy! Wanna buy a kidney?   

Aug 4, 2009 ... However, American doctors have long suspected the existence of a black market. Buying 
or selling organs is illegal in the US and nearly ... 
www.bioedge.org/index.php/bioethics/bioethics.../8670/ - Cached - Similar

2.  Irish4Palestine: ILLEGAL ORGAN TRADE~Israel Tops the Charts!   

Aug 19, 2009 ... And let's not forget that they even accused the FBI in America of being ... but about 
buying and selling kidneys from Israel on the black market. ... the illegal organ trade or take any legal 
action against the doctors ... 
irish4palestine.blogspot.com/.../illegal-organ-tradeisrael-tops-charts.html - Cached - Similar

3.  Newsvine - Should donors and recipients who buy and sell organs be ...   

Aug 18, 2009 ... The rich buy better houses, better doctors, better lawyers. ..... back alley if it were illegal, 
just like organ donation...just like drugs. ... 
www.newsvine.com/_.../3165130-should-donors-and-recipients-who-buy-and-sell-organs-be-criminally-
prosecuted - Cached - Similar

4.  TLAXCALA : “Our sons plundered for their organs”   

Aug 17, 2009 ... It was all about buying and selling kidneys from Israel on the black market. ... been 
bought illegally from Turkey, Eastern Europe or Latin America. ... doctors participating in the illegal 
business – on the contrary, ... 
www.tlaxcala.es/pp.asp?reference=8390&lg=en - Cached - Similar

5.  Israels Illegal Traffick in Human Organs Stolen from Palestinian ...   

Israels Illegal Traffick in Human Organs Stolen from Palestinian Prisoners - Valley of the Wolves, an 
American Jewish doctor in Abu Ghraib prison gently ... 
gregoryfegel.sulekha.com/.../israel-s-illegal-traffick-in-human-organs-stolen-from.htm - Cached - Similar

6.  Rabbis Scramble as Lid Lifted Off Illegal Organ Harvesting - Page 3   
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30 posts - 3 authors - Last post: Jul 25
It's illegal to buy or sell organs. ... So you cannot buy it. ... doctors, visa preparers and those who cared 
for the organ donors in this country. .... Many within America's law enforcement establishment know that ... 
www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message847284/pg3 - Cached - Similar

7.  WNYC - The Brian Lehrer Show: Illegal Organ Trafficking (July 24 ...   

Jul 24, 2009 ... Brian please follow up with doctors and hospitals and hold their feet to the fire. .... Wealthy 
people "buy" organs all the time. .... it. a majority of voters elected BHO. they want to claim BHO is not an 
american, ... 
www.wnyc.org/shows/bl/episodes/2009/07/24/.../137306 - Cached - Similar

8.  Donor's video opens window on black-market organ trade | North ...   

However, doctors and others in the transplant field have long suspected an illegal organ market exists 
here. .... 25--With corporate fraud on every American company's mind these days, .... Get In-Depth 
Company Information from Hoover's | Buy a D&B Credit Report | What is in Your Company's D&B Credit 
Report? ... 
www.allbusiness.com/medicine-health/.../12684631-1.html - Cached - Similar

9.  Do U.S. Hospitals Push Organ Black Market? - CBS News   

Jul 30, 2009 ... Buying or selling organs is illegal in the U.S. and nearly everywhere else in the world. ... 
Hospitals and doctors are reimbursed an average of $80000 to ... many transplant patients are from 
Central and South America, ... 
www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/07/30/.../main5197720.shtml - Cached - Similar

10.  » The Bishop versus the Organ Hucksters - Blogger News Network   

Feb 6, 2008 ... There are a handful of European and American recipients. ... And doctors and hospitals 
don't buy organs, a friendly person who feels sorry ... taken away from the accident site alive and used as 
an illegal organ donor. ... 
www.bloggernews.net/113603 - Cached - Similar
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